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The gravity gradient tensor, which has a higher resolution than gravity, is used in a
variety of fields, including the discovery of energy resources, auxiliary navigation, and
national defense building. Our team has achieved significant advancements in
various essential technologies, such as high-resolution accelerometers, and has
constructed China’s first self-controllable shipboard gravity gradient measurement
system. In the laboratory, accuracy is determined using the mass gravitation
technique, static test accuracy of Tuv and Txy is 7.22 E and 3.58 E, while dynamic
test accuracy of Tuv and Txy is 9.09 E and 4.16 E. For outfield shipborne test
measurement, the internal accord accuracy of Tuv and Txy of the repeat line is
28.2E@750m and 28.8E@750m, and that of the intersection point is 28.2E@750m
and 26.8E@750m. The performance of the system is completely validated by dynamic
and static testing, laying the groundwork for the practical implementation of gravity
gradient technology.
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1 Introduction

The gravity gradient is the second-order derivative of the gravity potential and indicates the
rate of change of the gravity field vector in three-dimensional space [1], which can better convey
the comprehensive information of its field source [2]. The history of gravity gradient
measurement dates back to 1886, when Baron von Eötvös devised the gravity gradiometer
based on the principle of torsional scale balancing [3], and gravity gradient measurement
became the earliest means of oil exploration. Gravity gradient technology is extensively
employed in auxiliary navigation, geology and geophysics, geodesy, and other fundamental
research domains [4–10] due to technological advancements.

The gravity gradient system based on quartz flexible rotational accelerometer technology is
presently the only commercially viable gravity gradient measuring system, such as the Air-FTG
andMarine-FTG developed by Bell Geospace (now LockheedMartin, United States), the Falcon
system by BHP (Australia), and the FTGeX by ARKEX (UK). All are rotating accelerometers
[11, 12], with an accuracy of around 10 E and varying resolutions depending on the mounting
platform (such as airships, aircraft, submarines, etc.). For more than 3 decades, gravity
gradiometry has been acquired offshore using marine vessels and onshore using fixed wing
aircraft. The data acquired on a slow moving, large ship would be higher quality than data
acquired at higher speed on a fixed wing airplane [13, 14].
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Some gravity gradiometers with a higher degree of precision, such
as the electrostatic levitation gravity gradiometer [15, 16], the
superconducting gravity gradiometer [17], and the gravity gradient
system based on the principle of atomic interference [18], have also
made significant strides and are approaching practicality. For instance,
the cold atomic gravity gradiometer developed by the University of
Birmingham research team in the United Kingdom has been used to
detect underground cavities [19]. After measuring for more than
10 min, the sensitivity can reach 20 E (1 E = 10−9/s2). The units of
the gravity gradient are usually in Eotvos E), where 1 E corresponds to
a gravitational difference of 10−10 g between two points separated
by 1 m.

The China Aero Geophysical Survey and Remote Sensing
Center for Natural Resources, and Tianjin Institute of Nautical
Instruments have made significant breakthroughs in various key
technologies since the beiginning of the 11th Five-Year Plan in
year 2006. The resolution of the quartz flexible accelerometer has
been increased from 1 × 10−5 g to 1 × 10−9 g [20, 21], and China’s
first self-controllable gravity gradient measurement system
(GGMS) for a shipborne mobile platform has been developed
and shipborne tested. Here we briefly present this new GGMS,

and the results of laboratory and shipboard tests conducted to
assess system performance.

1.1 Principle of gravity gradient
measurements

Gravity gradiometers can measure the spatial rate of change in
gravitational acceleration. The gravitational field vector is the gradient
of the gravitational potential U. In the Cartesian coordinate system,
the gravitational gradient tensor T can be defined as follows:

T � ∇∇U �
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Only five of the nine components of the gravity gradient are
independent, as the external gravity field of the earth satisfies the
Laplace equation and the gradient tensor is symmetric, whereby Txy =
Tyx, Txz = Tzx, Tyz = Tzy, and Txx + Tyy + Tzz = 0.

The main gravity gradiometers that are currently available for
mobile platform measurements can be divided into full-tensor gravity
gradiometers and partial-tensor gravity gradiometers based on their
measurement elements. The core measurement component of a
gravity gradiometer is the gravity gradient instrument (GGI). The
Air-FTG, which has three sets of GGIs mounted on an inertially
stabilized platform, is a typical instrument for full-tensor
measurements. The partial-tensor gravity gradiometer, on the other
hand, measures either a partial component or a combination of the
partial components of the gravity gradient, with the Falcon system
being a typical partial-tensor instrument. The principle of our gravity
gradiometer is similar to that of the Falcon system, whichmeasures the
horizontal components of the gravity gradient tensor (i.e., Tyy - Txx

and Txy). The x-, y-, and z-axes of the gravity gradient measurement
coordinate system are defined to correspond to the local geographic
coordinate system’s E (eastward), N (northward), and U (skyward)
coordinates, respectively, whereby Tyy, Txx, an Txy (Txy = Tyx)
correspond to TNN, TEE, and TNE, respectively.

FIGURE.1
Gravity gradient horizontal tensor measurement schematic
diagram.

FIGURE 2
GGI (A) and rotating body parts (B).
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The principle of a GGImeasurement is illustrated in Figure 1. Four
accelerometers, a1–a4, are evenly distributed on a round plate of
radius R that is centered at point O and rotates at a specified angular
rate. The input axis of the accelerometer is along the tangential
direction of the rotation plane and perpendicular to the rotation axis.

The output of the accelerometers is related to the gravitational
gradient as follows [22]:

a1 + a2( ) − a3 + a4( ) � 2R Tyy − Txx( ) sin 2ωt + 4RTxy cos 2ωt (2)

where ω is the rotation frequency and t is the measurement time. The
sum and difference of the accelerometer output signals expressed in
Eq. 2 are demodulated using twice the rotation frequency (i.e., 2ω )
signal to extract the gravity gradient signals (Tyy – Txx and Txy).

2 Gravity gradiometer system and
laboratory performance tests

2.1 System components

The new shipborne GGMS includes a GGI, inertial stabilization
platform, buffer damping unit, temperature control unit, and power
supply unit.

The shipboard GGI is the core component of the gravity
gradiometer and consists of three major parts: the rotating body,
rotating shaft system, and rotating support frame. The high-resolution
accelerometer, accelerometer servo circuit board, gravity gradient
measurement circuit board, and accelerometer temperature control
board are all installed on the rotating body. The shape of the gravity
gradient sensor is shown in Figure 2. The rotating body is the
mounting base for the accelerometer. The four accelerometers are
evenly and symmetrically arranged along the circumference of the
rotating body, and centered on the rotation axis.

The inertial stabilization platform (Figure 3) is one of the key
components of the system, and its main functions are to house the
GGI, isolate the carrier angular motion and track the local geographic
coordinate system, and provide a dynamic environment for the gravity
gradient sensor to meet the gravity gradiometer requirements. The
principal scheme of the stabilized platform adopts the mechanical
arrangement scheme of the classical three-loop semi-analytic inertial
navigation system. Here the output information of the platform
accelerometer, in combination with the initial velocity and position
binding information of the carrier, are integrated to solve for the
carrier velocity and position, and further solve for the corrected

FIGURE 3
Installation structure diagram of inertial stabilization platform
and GGI.

FIGURE 4
Integration scheme of shipboard GGMS.
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angular velocity, which is required for the stabilized platform to track
the geographic coordinate system. This corrected angular velocity is
then used to correct the output data of the corresponding fiber optic
gyroscope on the platform, and is also applied to the platform through
the stabilization loop to make the platform coordinate system track the
geographic coordinate system, without accounting for the stabilization
loop error, such that the local horizontal north-pointing inertial
platform is then realized.

The GGI, inertial stabilization platform, buffer shock absorption
unit, temperature control unit and power distribution unit, gravity
gradient data acquisition and processing system, and motion
compensation module with mechanical and electrical interfaces are
all connected in the new shipboard GGMS to ensure effective
communication and connectivity among the system components,
and realize the systematic gravity gradient measurement operation
function (Figure 4).

2.2 Laboratory-based static performance
testing

A laboratory-based static accuracy test was the first performance
test conducted after assembling the shipboard GGMS. The static

FIGURE 5
Schematic diagram of static accuracy test of GGMS (A) and test scene (B).

FIGURE 6
Static accuracy test curve of GGMS.

TABLE 1 Statistics of static accuracy test data of GGMS(Tuv).

Proximal Distal Measurement difference Measurement error

1 −274.40 −60.68 213.72 −10.28

2 −286.20 −53.29 232.91 8.91

3 −274.84 −59.08 215.76 −8.24

4 −293.03 −61.37 231.66 7.66

5 −277.78 −55.33 222.45 −1.55

6 −274.51 −53.77 220.74 −3.26

7 −278.29 −60.66 217.63 −6.37

Mean −279.86 −57.74 222.12 —

Standard deviation 7.12 3.50 7.53 —

RMS — — — 7.22
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accuracy test employs the mass gravitational excitation method. A
mass gravitational uniform gradient field excitation device is used to
conduct the test. The mass walls on both sides of the gravity
gradiometer are high-density bodies that can generate a uniform
gravitational gradient field in the space where the gradiometer is
located.

A schematic diagram of the laboratory-based static test is
shown in Figure 5. The static working GGMS is in the center,
with the two high density mass walls that generate the uniform
gravitational gradient excitation positioned on the left and right
sides of the GGMS. The two mass walls move along the dotted line
to either the center or both sides simultaneously during the test,
such that different gravitational gradients can be excited at
different positions relative to the spatial position of the GGMS.

The static measurement accuracy of the GGMS can be determined
by comparing the difference between the theoretical gravitational
gradient excitation at two positions and the measured gradient
difference of the GGMS.

The gravitational gradient excitation on the gradiometer, which
is produced by two rectangular mass walls at a distance S2 from the
distal end and a distance S1 from the proximal end of the
gradiometer, can be calculated theoretically [23] by defining
Tuv = (Tyy–Txx)/2, such that the variation of the Tuv signal is
224 E and the variation of the Txy signal is 0 E. The mass walls
were moved repeatedly (seven times) between the distal and
proximal ends during the test experiment. The output signal of
the GGMS was recorded continuously for 3 and 20 min at the
proximal and distal ends, respectively. The average value within

TABLE 2 Statistics of static accuracy test data of GGMS(Txy).

Proximal Distal Measurement difference Measurement error

1 −6.87 −2.18 4.69 4.69

2 −1.42 4.08 5.50 5.50

3 0.11 1.47 1.36 1.36

4 1.83 3.61 1.78 1.78

5 5.49 6.28 0.79 0.79

6 10.21 5.84 −4.37 −4.37

7 8.68 5.07 −3.61 −3.61

Mean 2.58 3.45 0.88 —

Standard deviation 6.00 2.95 3.76 —

RMS — — — 3.58

FIGURE 7
Dynamic accuracy test on swaying platform.

TABLE 3 Dynamic test sway spectrum of GGMS.

Roll Pitch Yaw

Amplitude (°) 6 1.3 0.8

Cycle time (s) 8 5 5

FIGURE 8
Dynamic accuracy test curve of GGMS.
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100 s of system stabilization was taken as the signal output value,
and the repeatability of the output signal and accuracy of the
difference between the output signals at two positions were counted
for each position multiple times to determine the static
measurement accuracy of the GGMS. Figure 6 shows the static
accuracy test curve of the GGMS, and Tables 1, 2 list the static
accuracy test data statistics. The Tuv and Txy measurement
accuracies are 7.22 E and 3.58 E, respectively. The results
indicate that the static measurement accuracy of the system is
better than 7.22 E.

2.3 Laboratory-based dynamic accuracy test

The laboratory-based dynamic accuracy test of the GGMS
was similar to the static test method. However, the GGMS
was not stationary during the dynamic accuracy test, but
was instead placed on a motion simulation platform to
simulate the swaying motion of a ship. The test site is shown
in Figure 7.

The moving process and resting position of the mass body were
the same as those in the laboratory-based static test, and the stationary
measurement times at the distal and proximal ends were both 6 min. A
motion simulation table simulated the swaying motion for both large
and medium-sized ships under four sea-state levels during the test.
The swaying spectrum is shown in Table 3. Figure 8 shows the
dynamic accuracy test curve of the GGMS, and Tables 4, 5 list the
data statistics of the dynamic accuracy test. The measurement
accuracy of the GGMS is better than 9.09 E for external gradient
excitation changes.

3 Shipborne test

After laboratory tests were completed, we then placed the
shipboard GGMS into a removable container to form a mobile
laboratory for easy transportation and installation. The temperature
and humidity in the mobile laboratory were controlled within a certain
range to provide a stable external environment for the gravity
gradiometer. We fixed the mobile laboratory on the deck of the

TABLE 4 Statistics of dynamic accuracy test data of GGMS(Tuv).

Proximal Distal Measurement difference Measurement error

1 −282.20 −65.68 216.52 −7.48

2 −259.10 −53.28 205.82 −18.18

3 −285.92 −61.03 224.89 0.89

4 −274.51 −57.66 216.85 −7.15

5 −294.73 −68.50 226.23 2.23

6 −284.60 −72.17 212.43 −11.57

7 −293.07 −68.09 224.98 0.98

Mean −282.02 −63.77 218.25 —

Standard deviation 12.16 6.71 7.60 —

RMS — — — 9.09

TABLE 5 Statistics of dynamic accuracy test data of GGMS(Txy).

Proximal Distal Measurement difference Measurement error

1 3.43 1.79 −1.64 −1.64

2 3.74 −0.75 −4.49 −4.49

3 1.14 7.43 6.29 6.29

4 0.32 2.29 1.97 1.97

5 3.22 5.31 2.09 2.09

6 7.51 10.98 3.47 3.47

7 8.63 14.81 6.18 6.18

Mean 4.00 5.98 1.98 —

Standard deviation 3.07 5.51 3.95 —

RMS — — — 4.16
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ship, and completed the first shipboard sea test in the offshore waters
of the Yellow Sea of China.

The survey network consisted of a 5 line × 5 line grid, with one
north–south line (SN04#) selected for three round-trip repeat
measurements, one north–south line (SN03#) for one round-trip
repeat measurement, and one east–west line (EW04#) for one
round-trip repeat measurement. The line spacing was 5 km, with
the north–south and east–west lines being 30 and 40 km in length,
respectively. The ship speed was 10 knots (1 knot ≈1.852 km/h) during
the test. The locations of the test survey network and intersection
points are shown in Figure 9.

3.1 Data processing

The obtained test data included the original output data of the
gravity gradient sensor, which were acquired at a continuous sampling
rate of 800-Hz; the output motion information data of the inertial
measurement unit on the stable platform, which were acquired at a
continuous sampling rate of 800-Hz; the attitude data of the ship,
which were acquired at a continuous sampling rate of 200-Hz using
external fiber-optic rosettes; and GPS position data, which were
acquired at a continuous sampling rate of 100-Hz. The walk-away
measurement mode was adopted during the shipborne test, with the
part of the navigation path that possessed a uniform speed and straight
heading selected as an effective measurement line.

The output motion information data of the inertial measurement
component on the stabilized platform were used during the data
processing to compensate the original output data of the GGI for
vertical motion, demodulation of the gravity gradient signal,
horizontal angular velocity compensation, and self-gradient
compensation. The gravity gradient measurement data results were
then obtained after lowpass filtering the compensated gravity gradient
output data with a cutoff frequency of 1/300 Hz (equivalent spectral
resolution of 750 m [24]). The data processing flow chart is shown in
Figure 10.

3.2 Accuracy evaluation

3.2.1 Repeat measurement accuracy evaluation
The gravity gradient data from the repeated line measurements

in the survey network were compared for internal conformity, and
the corresponding accuracy index was calculated based on the
existing gravity measurement repetition line evaluation method
[25]. The root mean square (RMS) error of the measurement line
intersection discrepancy value was taken as the main evaluation
criterion to measure the accuracy of the gravity gradiometer. To
ensure that the order in which the figures appear is consistent with

FIGURE 9
Location map of sea trial survey network and intersection points.

FIGURE 10
Data processing flowchart of GGMS.
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the text, the highlighted text is modified as follows, The internal
accord accuracy for the Tuv and Txy components of the repetition
line of SN03 were 23.2 E@750m and 20.4 E@750m, respectively
(Figures 11 A, B). The internal accord accuracy for the Tuv and Txy

components of the repetition line of EW04 were 23.4 E@750m
and 20.8 E@750m, respectively (Figures 11 C, D). Three of six
repetitive measurements were performed along the SN04#
survey line in this sea trial, as shown in Figure 9. Because of high
data noise of three repetition lines of SN04, the internal accord
accuracy for the Tuv and Txy components of the other three repetition
line were 28.2E@750m and 28.8E@750m, respectively (Figures 11
E, F).

As shown in the Figure 11, in general, the internal accord accuracy
of the Txy is higher than that of Tuv. Although the characteristics and
change trends of some measurement curve lines are not very similar
especially in Figures 11C, E, we believe this is a signal distortion caused
by noise in the data, that is, there is still a lot of work to be done in
improving the signal-to-noise ratio of the data, including updating
data processing methods, especially in the optimization of dynamic
compensation algorithm.

3.2.2 Internal conformity accuracy evaluation of the
intersection points

The grid measurement accuracy was evaluated based on the mean
squared difference of the residuals at the intersections of the survey
and tie lines:

σ �










1
2N

∑N
i�1
δi

2

√√
(3)

where δi is the difference between the ith survey line and the tie line at
the intersection of the measurement line, and N is the number of
intersection points in the calculation.

There were 23 valid intersection points according to the survey
grid shown in Figure 9. Survey lines SN01# and SN02# were curved
before the start of EW05#, resulting in a reduced accuracy during the
lowpass filtering process; these intersection points were therefore
excluded from the evaluation. The accuracies of the Tuv and Txy

measurements are 28.2E@750m and 26.8@750m, respectively. A
statistical chart of the gravity gradient difference values at the
intersection points is shown in Figure 12.

FIGURE 11
(A–F) Tuv and Txy component of Repeat line internal accord accuracy chart.
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4 Conclusion

The working principle of a new shipboard GGMSwas fully verified
after a series of static and dynamic tests, and shipboard sea trials. The
Tuv accuracies of the laboratory-based static test, laboratory-based
dynamic test on a shaking table, and shipborne sea trial under
dynamic conditions were better than 7.22 E, 9.09 E, and 28.2E@
750m, respectively, and the Txy were better than 3.58 E, 4.16 E and
28.8E@750m, respectively. The precision index of our shipboard
GGMS reached the same order of magnitude as those of existing
commercial instruments.

Next, we will continue to improve the hardware level of this
system to enhance the accelerometer resolution, and make the system
more compact and light-weight. We will also improve the signal-to-
noise ratio and measurement accuracy of measurement data by
upgrading and optimizing the motion compensation algorithms.
We note that we only use the internal accord accuracy as the
evaluation index in this paper since there are no other gravity
data in the measurement area. The next step is to conduct an
evaluation of external accord accuracy, in combination with
the existing gravity data, and develop a measurement calibration
method for gravity gradient measurements, which will improve
the ability to verify the accuracy index of the instrument.
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